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ABSTRACT
Hurricane Isabel made landfall at the Outer Banks of North Carolina and moved past Chesapeake

Bay on 18–19 September 2003. The baroclinic response of this partially-mixed estuary to the
passage of Isabel is investigated using the output from a regional atmosphere-ocean model. The
hurricane-forced winds caused gradual deepening of the surface mixed layer, followed by rapid
destratification in the water-column. The mixed-layer deepening appears to be driven by velocity
shear and can be interpreted by a gradient Richardson number. Although strong winds caused
complete mixing locally, a large longitudinal salinity gradient of about 10�4 psu m�1 persisted
between the estuary’s head and mouth. After passage of the storm, the horizontal baroclinic pressure
gradient drove restratification and a two-layer circulation in the estuary. The averaged buoyancy
frequency increased linearly with time during an initial stage, and reached about 0.03 s�1 one day
after the destratification. The model results are in good agreement with the theoretical prediction
based on gravitational adjustment. Subsequently, turbulent diffusion works against the longitudinal
advection to produce quasi-steady salinity distribution.

1. Introduction

Chesapeake Bay is a partially-mixed estuary featuring a two-layer residual circulation.
The water column is stratified with the vertical salinity difference ranging between 2 and
10 (Carter and Pritchard, 1988). The strength of vertical stratification in the Bay is
primarily controlled by the amount of river runoff. Anthropogenic nutrient enrichment has
led to excessive algal production and the associated depletion of oxygen from bottom water
in the Bay (Kemp et al., 2005). Physical processes play a crucial role in the establishment,
maintenance and termination of hypoxia (Boicourt, 1992). In particular, strong winds can
destratify the water column and re-aerate the bottom water (Goodrich et al., 1987). After
the winds subside, the longitudinal salinity gradient between the estuary’s mouth and head
may cause restratification, sometimes resulting in a quick return of hypoxia. Therefore, it is
important to understand the physics of storm-induced destratification and restratification in
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an estuary and examine how hurricanes and other storms contribute to the termination of
hypoxia in the fall.

On 18 September 2003, Category 2 Hurricane Isabel made landfall over the Outer Banks
of North Carolina and moved northward on the west side of Chesapeake Bay. The mid-Bay
buoy of the Chesapeake Bay Observing System (CBOS) survived the passage of Isabel and
provided real-time current measurements (see http://www.cbos.org). Strong northwest-
ward winds forced water in Chesapeake Bay to move northward, producing high sea levels
and flooding in Washington, D.C., Baltimore and Annapolis (Boicourt, 2005). Post-Isabel
field surveys showed that the storm led to enhanced plankton and fish abundance in
Chesapeake Bay (Roman et al., 2005). Ocean color measurements from aircraft revealed
an unusually strong fall bloom of phytoplankton over the middle and lower Bay. Miller et
al. (2006) speculated that wind mixing de-stratified the water columns and injected
nitrogen into the euphotic layer while the subsequent re-stratification maintained phyto-
plankton in well-illuminated surface water. However, restratification probably diminished
vertical mixing and allowed biological consumption to draw down oxygen concentration,
resulting in a quick return of hypoxia in the Bay (Boicourt, 2005).

We have conducted numerical simulations of Hurricane Isabel using a coupled regional
atmosphere-ocean model. The regional atmosphere model is based on the fifth-generation
Penn State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research model (MM5) and has a
horizontal resolution of 4 km over the Chesapeake Bay region (see http://www.atmos.
umd.edu/�mm5; Grell et al., 1995). The model provided accurate predictions for the
trajectory and intensity of Hurricane Isabel (2003) as well as all the meteorological fields
including wind stress over the Bay. The regional ocean model of Chesapeake Bay is based
on the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (Li et al., 2005b). It has a horizontal
resolution of about 1 km and 20 vertical layers. It accurately predicted the storm surges and
wind-driven currents generated by Isabel. Detailed results on the storm surge prediction
can be found in Li et al. (2006). In this paper we investigate the baroclinic response of
Chesapeake Bay to the passage of Isabel.

Wind-induced destratification was previously observed in Chesapeake Bay but wind
speeds were much lower than those recorded during the passage of Hurricane Isabel.
Goodrich et al. (1987) reported that destratification occurs between early fall and middle
spring. They calculated gradient Richardson numbers (Ri) using surface and bottom
velocities and salinities at a continuous monitoring station, and found that low Ri values
preceded destratification events. Subsequently, Blumberg and Goodrich (1990) used the
Princeton Ocean Model to simulate wind-induced destratification over a 4-week period in
1983, but they did not examine the restratification process. Due to constraints in computing
power at that time, the model used coarse grid resolution (10 –15 km in horizontal
directions and 10 vertical levels). Both the data analysis and modeling study focused on
time series at fixed locations and did not provide a complete picture of mixing and
destratification over the whole Bay. An outstanding question was whether the destratifica-
tion extends everywhere or is limited to certain geographic regions. Thus, the first goal of
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this paper is to obtain further insights into the physics of storm-driven turbulent mixing in a
partially-mixed estuary.

The second goal of this paper is to explore the physics of post-storm restratification
process. Simpson and Linden (1989) studied gravitational adjustment of a fluid containing
a horizontal density gradient. For the case of uniform density gradient, they found an
analytic solution in which buoyancy frequency increases linearly with time and Ri is 1⁄2. If
the horizontal density gradient is nonuniform, frontogenesis was predicted to occur on the
isopycnal between the constant-density-gradient regions. Simpson and Linden (1989)
conducted laboratory experiments which confirmed the theoretical predictions. When
rotational effect is important, however, the fluid undergoes geostrophic adjustment rather
than gravitational adjustment. Tandon and Garrett (1994, 1995) showed that buoyancy
frequency scales with the horizontal buoyancy gradient over the Coriolis parameter and
that the geostrophically-adjusted steady-state Ri is 1. In the absence of damping, a constant
horizontal density gradient may lead to inertial oscillations of isopycnals with Ri � 1⁄2
(Tandon and Garrett, 1994). These theoretical calculations assume that no external force is
generating turbulent mixing during the adjustment phase while Ri values of 1⁄2 or 1 suggest
no instability arising from the adjustment itself. A new study by Boccaletti et al. (2007),
however, shows that secondary instabilities can arise along the adjusting fronts, following
the initial restratification phase described by Tandon and Garrett (1994, 1995). Agoestro-
phic baroclinic instabilities may develop along these fronts and cause the horizontal
density gradients to slump under the influence of rotation.

In the open ocean, mixed-layer restratification has been observed following wind storms
or night-time convection. Brainerd and Gregg (1993a, b) observed that lateral interleaving
driven by horizontal density gradient significantly increases the growth of vertical
buoyancy gradient in restratifying mixed layers beyond that resulting from insolation and
vertical turbulent fluxes. Rudnick and Ferrari (1999) found that the mixed layers along
1000-km tows in the northeast Pacific were filled by temperature-salinity structures that
were density compensating at scales smaller than 10 km. They hypothesized that these
structures resulted from the slumping of lateral density contrasts within the mixed layers.
Young (1994) developed a subinertial mixed-layer theory to incorporate this effect into
three-dimensional mixed-layer models. In contrast, there have been few investigations into
the restratification process in coastal and estuarine waters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model configuration. Section
3 examines storm-induced mixing and destratification, and Section 4 shows the horizontally-
driven restratification. Concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2. Regional atmosphere-ocean models

To simulate the response of Chesapeake Bay to Hurricane Isabel, we have coupled a
three-dimensional hydrodynamic model of Chesapeake Bay with a regional atmospheric
model for the Middle Atlantic Region. The atmospheric model was used in real-time
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forecasting mode to provide hurricane predictions while the oceanic model was run in
hindcast mode.

A nested-grid (4/12/36 km) version of the MM5 has been used since 1998 to provide
real-time forecasts for the Mid-Atlantic Region (MAR) at the University of Maryland (see
http://www.atmos.umd.edu/�mm5 for model details). The vertical discretization uses
terrain-following �-coordinates, but pressure at the �-levels is determined from a reference
state that is estimated using the hydrostatic equation from a given sea-level pressure and
temperature with a standard lapse rate. There are 30 uneven � levels, giving 29 layers, with
higher resolution in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). The surface layer is defined at an
altitude of about 10 m, the level at which surface winds are typically observed. The model
top is set at 50 hPa with a radiative top boundary condition. The important model physics
of MM5 relevant to the hurricane prediction includes: (i) the latest version of the
Kain-Fritsch convective scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1993); (ii) an explicit moisture scheme
(without the mixed phase) containing prognostic equations for cloud water (ice) and
rainwater (snow) (Dudhia, 1989; Zhang, 1989); (iii) a modified version of the Blackadar
(PBL) scheme (Zhang and Anthes, 1982); (iv) a simple radiative cooling scheme (Grell et
al., 1995); and (v) a multi-layer soil model to predict land surface temperatures using the
surface energy budget equation (Dudhia, 1989).

MM5 provided reasonable predictions for the trajectory and intensity of Hurricane
Isabel as well as all the meteorological fields, including the wind stress field over
Chesapeake Bay at the horizontal resolution of 4 km. Figure 1 shows the predicted and
observed hurricane tracks as well as a snapshot of the surface wind stress field at 0000 LST
19 September 2003. The predicted track is in close proximity to the observed until 0600
LST 19 September when the storm’s influence on the Bay starts to diminish. A comparison
between the predicted and observed wind speeds can be found in Li et al. (2006).

Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) is the state-of-art regional ocean model
based on primitive equations (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). Li et al. (2005b)
configured it for Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. The Bay is shallow in most places, but
a deep paleochannel running in the north-south direction dominates the bathymetry in the
middle reaches of the main Bay (Fig. 2a). An orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system is
designed to follow the center channel and coastlines of the main stem (Fig. 2b). The grid
spacing is less than 1 km in the cross-channel direction and about 2-3 km in the
along-channel direction. The total number of grid points is 120 � 80. The model has 20
layers in the vertical direction. A quadratic stress is exerted at the bed, assuming that the
bottom boundary layer is logarithmic over a roughness height of 0.5 mm. The vertical eddy
viscosity and diffusivity are computed using the modified Mellor-Yamada (k-kl) turbu-
lence closure scheme incorporated into ROMS (Warner et al., 2005). Li et al. (2005b)
examined the sensitivity of model predictions to four turbulence closure schemes (k-kl, k-�,
k-� and KPP models) but found little differences in the model results. By validating against
three-dimensional (along-channel and cross-channel) hydrographic surveys and salinity
time series collected at the surface and bottom depths, Li et al. (2005b) found that the k-kl
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scheme with a background diffusivity of 10�5 m2 s�1 provides the best match with the
observational data. The averaged skill for the salinity prediction is 0.82. (A score of 1.0
means a perfect agreement between the data and model predictions.) This turbulence
parameterization scheme was employed in this study, but other formulations were also
examined to ensure that the results were not sensitive to the choice of closure. Coefficients
of horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity are set to 1 m2 s�1, which should produce little
dissipation of the resolved flow energy (c.-f. Zhong and Li, 2006).

The ROMS model is forced by sea level at the open ocean boundary, by freshwater
inflows at river heads, and by wind and heat exchange across the water surface. Tidal
elevation at the open boundary is decomposed into five major tidal constituents, M2, S2, N2,
K1, O1, using the harmonic constants linearly interpolated from the Oregon State Univer-
sity (OSU) global inverse tidal model TPXO.6.2 (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). Nontidal
coastal sea-level fluctuations are specified using detided sea-level records at two tidal
stations: Duck, North Carolina, and Kiptopeake, Virginia (see Fig. 2b for their locations).
The latter is used because Wachapreague station outside the Bay’s mouth was out of order
during the passage of Isabel. The open-ocean boundary condition for the barotropic
component consists of Chapman’s condition for surface elevation and Flather’s condition
for barotropic velocity. The boundary condition for the baroclinic component includes an

Figure 1. The MM5-predicted surface wind stress field at 0000 LST 19 September 2003, with the
predicted (solid) and observed (dashed) tracks of Hurricane Isabel.
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Orlanski-type radiation condition for baroclinic velocity. To deal with both inward and
outward scalar fluxes across the open boundary, we use a combination of radiation
condition and nudging (with a relaxation time scale of 1 day) for temperature and salinity,
following the recommendation by Marchesiello et al. (2001). Salinity and temperature
fields on the offshore open boundary are prescribed using the monthly Levitus climatology
combined with the field data at Duck, North Carolina, acquired by the Field Research
Facility of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Chesapeake Bay has eight major tributaries: the Susquehanna, Patapsco, Patuxent,
Potomac, Rappahannock, York, James and Choptank Rivers. The Susquehanna River, the
Potomac River and the James River are the three largest tributaries in terms of fresh- water
input. Figure 3a shows time series of their discharge over a two-month period covering
Hurricane Isabel. At the upstream boundary in the eight major tributaries, the daily
freshwater inflow is prescribed with zero salinity and time-varying temperature. Hourly
wind stress fields produced by the MM5 atmospheric model are used to drive the ROMS
model for Chesapeake Bay. Figure 3b shows the time series of predicted wind speed at a
weather station close to the CBOS mid-Bay buoy (see its location in Fig. 2c). The wind
switched from southward to northward directions as Hurricane Isabel moved past Chesa-
peake Bay.

The ROMS model was run for the period between 1 August and 30 September, 2003.
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Figure 2. (a) Bathymetry of Chesapeake Bay and its adjacent coastal area. Depth scales are in
metres. (b) the horizontal curvilinear coordinate system, and (c) along-channel (dashed) and
cross-channel (solid) sections used in the present analysis. The open circle marked by “A” denotes
a lower-Bay station while “B” denotes the mid-Bay station of the Chesapeake Bay Observing
System (CBOS). The symbol “*” marks a mid-Bay weather station.
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The initial temperature and salinity fields were constructed from the sampling data
collected by the Environmental Protection Agency Chesapeake Bay Program (see Fig. 3c
for the initial salinity field in the along-channel section). The initial velocity field was taken
to be zero, and the water surface was set at the mean sea level. Since the Isabel’s eye passed
Chesapeake Bay on the landward side, we did not consider the small inverse barometer
effect. Neither were the effects of surface waves considered. We may anticipate more
accurate predictions if these effects were incorporated; they will be worthwhile to pursue in
the future.

Figure 3. (a) Observed stream flows from the Susquehanna (dashed), Potomac (grey) and James
(solid) rivers, (b) time series of the predicted wind speed vectors at the mid-Bay weather station
and (c) the initial salinity distribution in the along-channel section.
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3. Storm-induced mixing and destratification

Winds generate turbulent mixing in the ocean either through wind stress or through
vertical shear in the wind-driven currents. The wind stress produces a turbulent boundary
layer which mixes surface water directly. In a semi-enclosed water body such as
Chesapeake Bay, the surface water may be frictionally coupled to the wind whereas the
bottom water responds to the wind-generated slope and is driven in the opposite direction
(Wang, 1979a; Vieira, 1986). This differential response of surface and bottom water to
wind forcing may produce large internal velocity shear and strong turbulent mixing at
mid-depths (Blumberg and Goodrich, 1990). Based on results from a coarse-resolution
numerical model, Blumberg and Goodrich (1990) suggested that internal shear provides a
more effective mechanism for mixing than direct propagation of turbulence from the
surface. In this section we will examine the mixing and destratification caused by
Hurricane Isabel and ascertain mechanisms of turbulent mixing.

As a first step, we examine the time series of the model-predicted currents and
stratification at a mid-Bay station. The Chesapeake Bay Observing System (CBOS)
mid-Bay buoy provided real-time current observations during the passage of Hurricane
Isabel (see http://www.cbos.org) that are compared to the predicted currents in Figure 5.
The buoy is located in the deep channel of the Bay, approximately 100 km seaward of the
Susquehanna River mouth (see Fig. 2c for its location). In Figure 4a we plot the predicted
time series of top-bottom salinity difference at this buoy station. This difference was 4
prior to the storm, decreasing to zero during the storm, but recovering to about 2 after the
storm. Unfortunately, salinity sensors attached to the CBOS buoy were contaminated by
biofouling so that salinity data could not be used to validate the model prediction. To
inquire if internal shear or surface wind stress was likely responsible for the destratifica-
tion, we calculate two dimensionless parameters using model outputs: Ri based on the
velocity and salinity at the surface and bottom; bulk Richardson number Rb � B/u� 2 where
u� is the averaged velocity for the mixed layer, and

B �
g

p�
�h

0

�p(�h,t	 � p
z,t	]dz

the vertically-integrated buoyancy anomaly (h is the surface mixed-layer depth; e.g.,
Trowbridge, 1992). If surface stress causes the mixed-layer deepening, Rb is expected to
fall below a threshold. If internal shear causes the turbulent mixing, Ri is expected to fall
below 1⁄4. As shown in Figure 4b, Ri falls below 1⁄4 during the passage of Isabel and stays
above it at other times. In contrast, Rb shows wild fluctuations that are difficult to interpret
(Fig. 4c, a definition of the mixed-layer depth will be given later when results in Fig. 5 are
discussed). It appears that the gradient Richardson number based on the surface-bottom
velocity and density differences is a better indicator of the destratification process at the
CBOS mid-Bay site.

On the CBOS mid-Bay buoy, three fixed-depth conventional current meters were
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deployed to obtain flow measurements at 2.4, 10 and 19 m depths, but the current-meter at
19 m was out of order at the time. Figures 5b-d show the predicted and observed current
speeds at the site. Before 16 September, winds were weak (Figs. 3b and 5a) and a classical
two-layer current structure was superposed on the regular ebb-and-flood of the semidiurnal
tide. Accordingly, the bed stress exhibited periodic fluctuations with larger (positive)
values occurring during flood tides (Fig. 5a). As Isabel moved towards the Outer Banks of
North Carolina between 16 and 18 September, southward winds blew over Chesapeake
Bay and its adjacent shelf (see Fig. 3b). According to Blumberg and Goodrich (1990), this
southward wind would drive two-layer flows which amplify the gravitational circulation.
The velocity at 2.4 m was expected to remain positive and increase in magnitude.

Figure 4. Time series of (a) surface (solid) and bottom (dashed) salinity, (b) gradient Richardson
number calculated from the surface and bottom velocities and salinities, and (c) bulk Richardson
number calculated using the mean velocity and buoyancy in the surface mixed layer at CBOS
mid-Bay buoy site.
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Surprisingly, this anticipated response was not observed (Fig. 5b). Instead currents at all
three depths shifted in the landward (negative) direction. After Isabel made landfall in the
evening of 18 September, the storm’s northwest-to-northward winds became so strong to
force the entire water column up the Bay at speeds in excess of 1.0 m s�1. After the storm’s
passage, the Bay relaxed with a rapid movement of the entire water column in an opposite
direction. The observed current variability was well captured by the model. The root-mean-
square error between the predicted and observed currents is about 0.19 m s�1 and the
model has a high predictive skill of 0.93 (see Li et al., 2006).

The surprising response observed prior to Isabel’s landfall hints that factors other than

Figure 5. Time series of the north-south component of (a) wind stress (solid) and bed stress (dashed),
predicted (solid) and observed (dashed) currents at (b) 2.4-m, (c) 10-m and (d) 19-m depths at
CBOS Mid-Bay buoy site. Positive values correspond to southward winds and seaward currents.
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the local wind stress might be responsible for generating the currents in the Bay. In
Figure 6a, we plot the sea-level difference between the Bay’s mouth and head. We use the
harmonic method given in Zhong and Li (2006) to remove tidal components. We also

Figure 6. (a) Time series of mouth-head sea level difference in the estuary. The dashed line indicates
the average height difference prior to Isabel’s landfall. Nontidal longitudinal velocity distribution
in the along-channel section at (b) 0000 LST 16, (c) 1200 LST 17 and (d) 0000 LST 19 September
2003.
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subtract the sea level slope associated with the fresh-water discharge at the estuary head.
This sea level slope is balanced by the baroclinic pressure gradient associated with sloping
isopycnals and is not part of the wind-driven circulation. As shown in Figure 6a, sea level
at the mouth is about 0.3 m higher between 16 and 18 September. Two different factors
contribute to this sea-level difference. First, the southward winds blowing over the Bay
surface drive water seaward and cause sea-level to drop near its head. If this sea level slope
balances the lateral average of wind stress divided by water depth, then there tends to be
flow in the direction of the wind in shallow shoals, but in the opposite direction in the deep
channel, as shown by Csanady (1973) for a lake. Secondly, the southward winds blowing
over the shelf drive an onshore Ekman flux and cause sea level to rise at the Bay’s mouth
(e.g., Wang, 1979b; Garvine, 1985). The sloping sea surface produces a landward-directed
pressure gradient which opposes the local wind stress. We can compare the magnitude of
these two terms in the momentum equation. The depth-integrated pressure force is
�gH�/� x where � is the water density, g the gravitational constant, H the averaged water
depth and �/� x is the sea-level slope. Using H � 10 m and �/� x � 0.3 m/300 km, we
obtain �gH�/� x � 0.1 Nm�2. On the other hand, the southward (positive) wind stress
averaged to about 0.1 Nm�2 before landfall (see Fig. 5a). Therefore, both the landward
sea-level slope and local wind stress appear to be equally important in driving the currents
in the Bay prior to Isabel’s landfall. This result on the local and remote wind forcing of
Chesapeake Bay is in general agreement with the findings in Delaware Bay (Wong and
Garvine, 1984; Janzen and Wong, 2002). In particular, Janzen and Wong (2002) showed
that the remote wind affects sea level and vertically-averaged flow while the local winds
drive a two-layer circulation, with the surface layer moving downwind and the bottom
layer moving upwind.

Snapshots of nontidal velocity distribution in the along-channel section are shown in
Figures 6b-d. Tidal velocity components are removed using the harmonic analysis method
(Zhong and Li, 2006). At 0000 LST 16 September, the velocity field shows the classic
two-layer estuarine circulation: seaward flow in the surface layer and landward flow in the
bottom layer (Fig. 6b). By 1200 LST 17 September, however, the circulation pattern
became very different. Water at all depths in the lower Bay moved toward the head, while
current velocity in the surface layer of the mid-Bay dropped to small values (Fig. 6c). The
sloping sea surface overcame the southward winds in driving landward flow in the shallow
lower Bay and offset the local wind stress in the surface layer of the deeper mid-Bay. The
landward flow strengthened and penetrated further upstream as Isabel approached the
coast. At the peak of the storm (i.e., 0000 LST 19 September), the northward winds and
incoming storm surge drove strong landward currents everywhere in the estuary (Fig. 6d),
resulting in high sea levels in the upper Bay. This setup at the estuary head produced a
seaward pressure gradient, which subsequently drove strong seaward flows after the
passage of the storm (see Figs. 5b-d).

To examine how the hurricane-forced winds and currents change density structure in the
water column, we plot the time-depth distribution of salinity at the CBOS mid-Bay site as
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well as at a shallower lower-Bay site in Figure 7 (see Fig. 2c for its location). To aid
discussion, we also plot the depth of the surface mixed layer. The mixed-layer depth is
defined to be the depth where the vertical salinity gradient (i.e., buoyancy frequency)
reaches a maximum. This criterion was used by Li and Garrett (1995) to investigate the
deepening of the ocean mixed layer driven by Langmuir circulation. At the mid-Bay

Figure 7. Time evolution of (a, d) salinity, (b, e) logarithm of vertical diffusivity (m2s�1) and (c, f)
gradient Richardson number at the mid Bay (left panel) and lower Bay (right panel) stations. White
lines in (a, d) show the estimated mixed-layer depth.
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station, the mixed layer deepened gradually from 4 m on 16 September to 15 m on 18
September (Fig. 7a). Shortly after Isabel’s landfall, stratification in the water column was
completely destroyed, as shown by the vertical isohalines.

Although there were no turbulence measurements in the Bay during the passage of
Hurricane Isabel, we can diagnose vertical eddy diffusivity Kv from the model and
examine its temporal evolution (Fig. 7b). Strong mixing was concentrated in the surface
and bottom boundary layers before landfall. Kv increased from 10�4 to 10�2 m2 s�1 in the
surface mixed layer while Kv reached 10�2 m2 s�1 in the bottom boundary layer and
showed a periodic fluctuation at the M4 tidal frequency. In contrast, turbulent mixing was
weak in the interior pycnocline region before landfall. At the time of complete destratifica-
tion, the surface and bottom boundary layers appear to have merged and the highest eddy
diffusivity of 0.1 - 1 m2 s�1 is found at mid-depths. We diagnosed Ri from the local
velocity and density gradients (Fig. 7c). Low Ri (�1⁄4) regions were confined to the surface
and bottom boundary layers and generally correlated with high diffusivity regions. Prior to
Isabel’s arrival, Ri exceeded 1⁄4 in the pycnocline region but low Ri values expanded to the
whole column after destratification. The good correspondence between Kv and Ri
distributions suggests that the local shear was likely responsible for generating turbulent
mixing. Unlike the previous findings of Goodrich et al. (1987) and Blumberg and Goodrich
(1990), the pre-landfall southward winds did not generate large internal shear and strong
interior mixing. Instead, turbulent mixing was initiated in the boundary layers and
subsequently filled in the whole water column. This result is not inconsistent with Figure
4c which shows that the bulk Richardson number Rb fails to provide a good prediction for
the mixed-layer deepening. The one-dimensional mixed-layer model based on Rb cannot
be reliably applied to the inhomogeneous estuarine environment where horizontal gradient
and advection are important. On the other hand, gradient Richardson number Ri based on
local shear and density gradient remains a good diagnostic of turbulent mixing in the
stratified shear flows considered here.

At the lower-Bay location, the surface mixed layer deepened from 4 m to 9 m between
16 and 18 September (Fig. 7d). The southward winds erode surface stratification and
preconditioned the water column for the complete mixing which occurred immediately
after landfall. The strong northwestward winds caused an intrusion of saline shelf water
into the lower Bay, as shown in Figure 7d. Vertical eddy diffusivity shows a similar
increase with time as in the mid-Bay station (Fig. 7e). Strong mixing was confined to the
surface and bottom boundary layer before landfall. After landfall the mixing extended
throughout the water column with the maximum diffusivity occurring at the mid-depth.
Again there is good correspondence between regions of low Ri and high Kv (Fig. 7f).
These diagnostic analyses at the lower and mid-Bay stations reveal two distinct phases in
the evolution of water-column density structure during the passage of Hurricane Isabel: a
preconditioning phase where the pre-landfall southward winds drove a gradual deepening
of the surface mixed layer and a destratification phase where the post-landfall northward
winds caused a rapid destruction of stratification.
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The k-kl (modified Mellor-Yamada) turbulence parameterization scheme incorporated
into the ROMS model contains empirical closure assumptions. Are the model results
sensitive to the choice of turbulence parameterization? To answer this question, we
conducted additional runs using k-�, k-� and KPP closure models. Figure 8 compares the
predicted salinity and diffusivity distributions between the three schemes. Both k-� and k-�
models give nearly identical results as the k-kl model (see Figs. 7a and 7b). The KPP model
produces somewhat smaller diffusivities and slower deepening of the surface mixed layer.

The estuary is a highly inhomogeneous environment. Even if salinity is homogenized in
the vertical direction, it can still retain large gradients in the horizontal direction. To
examine how density structure in the Bay evolves as a whole, we take two snapshots of
salinity, vertical diffusivity and Ri distributions in the along-channel section: one at 0000
LST 18 September (before landfall) and one at 0000 LST 19 September (after landfall)
(Fig. 9). As discussed earlier, the pre-landfall southward winds generated a surface mixed
layer. A salinity difference of 3 separated the surface mixed layer from the bottom
boundary layer (Fig. 9a). Vertical diffusivity reached 10�2 m2 s�1 in the surface mixed
layer and 10�3 m2 s�3 in the bottom boundary layer (Fig. 9b), while Ri fell below 1⁄4 inside
these two boundary layers (Fig. 9c). However, the halocline was highly stable with low
diffusivity (Kv�10�4 m2 s�1) and high Ri (i.e., Ri�1). After the hurricane made landfall,

Figure 8. Time evolution of salinity (a, c, e, upper panel) and logarithm of vertical diffusivity
(m2s�1, b, d, f, lower panel) at the mid Bay station obtained from model runs using k-� (a, b), k-�
(c, d) and KPP (e, f) turbulence closure schemes. White lines in the upper panel show the estimated
mixed-layer depth.
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strong northward winds completely erased the stratification, as shown by nearly vertical
isohalines in Figure 9d. Hence the hurricane destratified the water column and temporarily
transformed the partially-mixed estuary to a vertically homogeneous one. Vertical diffusiv-
ity exceeded 10�2 m2 s�1 everywhere and reached high values of 0.1 to 1 m2 s�1 at
mid-depths (Fig. 9e). Correspondingly, Ri fell below 1⁄4 except at mid-depths where
1⁄4�Ri� 1⁄2 (Fig. 9f). At the time of complete destratification, the largest diffusivity is
found at mid-depth. This result appears to be surprising at first, given that turbulent mixing
originates from the surface and bottom boundary layers prior to landfall. The wind stress
reached a high value of 1 Nm-2 at the storm’s peak intensity (see Fig. 5a). This strong wind
stress, together with the increasing sea-level slope, drove strong currents which moved the
Bay’s water as a slab, while the bed stress rose to a maximum of 1.5 Nm�2. This slab flow
is similar to turbulent channel flows in which eddy viscosity reaches the maximum value at
the mid-depth (cf. Li et al., 2005a).

4. Restratification driven by horizontal density gradient

Hurricane-forced winds erased vertical stratification in Chesapeake Bay shortly after
Isabel’s landfall. However, a salinity gradient was maintained between the estuary’s head

Figure 9. Distribution of (a, d) salinity, (b, e) logarithm of vertical diffusivity and (c, f) gradient
Richardson number along the center channel at 0000 LST 18 (left panel) and 0000 LST 19 (right
panel) September 2003.
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and mouth: the head-to-mouth salinity difference was about 30 (see Fig. 9d). This large
horizontal density gradient will lead to restratification since light water tends to move over
heavy water. In this section we examine this restratification process.

Simpson and Linden (1989) studied gravitational adjustment of a fluid containing a
horizontal density gradient. For the case of uniform horizontal density gradient, they obtain
an analytic solution given by

N2 �
1

2

�gt	2� �s

�x�
2

, (1)

Ri �
1

2
, (2)

where N is the buoyancy frequency, � the haline contraction coefficient, t the time and
�S/� x the horizontal salinity gradient. According to this theory, the buoyancy frequency is
proportional to the horizontal salinity/density gradient and increases linearly with time
while Ri is maintained at 1⁄2.

When the Coriolis force becomes important, the fluid undergoes geostrophic adjustment.
Tandon and Garrett (1994, 1995) obtained an analytic solution for the mixed-layer
restratification under the geostrophic adjustment

N2 � 
�g	2

�s/�x	2

f 2 , (3)

Ri � 1, (4)

where f is the Coriolis parameter. If time-dependence is allowed, inertial oscillations of
isopycnals develop and Ri� 1⁄2.

A comparison of Simpson and Linden’s (1989) solution to that of Tandon and Garrett
(1994, 1995) suggests that a transition from the gravitational to geostrophic adjustment
occurs at a time scale of �2/f, i.e., roughly 4 h in the present case. These theoretical
calculations assume that no external force is generating turbulent mixing during the
adjustment phase while Ri values of 1⁄2 or 1 suggest no instability arising from the
adjustment itself. We shall test the numerical results against these theoretical predictions.

Isabel’s winds reached the peak in the Bay around 0000 LST 19 September and
decreased afterwards (Fig. 3b). Although the wind speed decreased gradually during this
period, water started to restratify by 1200 LST 19 September. The buildup of stratification
was highly non-uniform in space. The buoyancy frequency showed a patchy distribution in
the along-channel section (Fig. 10a). The fastest restratification occurred in a near-surface
layer (5–10 m depth) where N2 reached 10�3 s�2, as fresher water slid over saline water.
Vertical eddy diffusivity reached 10�2 m2 s�1 in the lower half of the water column, but
was significantly reduced in the upper half, particularly in the near-surface layer where N2

is highest (Fig. 10b). The water column remained highly unstable to shear instability, as
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indicated by low Ri values (Fig. 10c). The enhanced mixing is not caused by the
gravitational adjustment but is generated by residual winds and tidal currents acting on
weakly stratified water. The wind moderated around 0000 LST 20 September (see Fig. 3b).
Stronger stratification developed in the water column by this time, but the buoyancy
frequency still displayed patchy distribution (Fig. 10d). The distribution of vertical eddy
diffusivity in the along-channel section is given in Figure 10e, which shows that Kv falls
below 10�4 m2 s�1 in most places in the Bay. This indicates that the strong turbulent
mixing appearing earlier weakened markedly by this time. The area where Ri � 1/4 shrank
to thin bottom boundary layers and the tidally-energetic lower Bay (see Figure 10f, and
Zhong and Li, 2006). The region where Ri � 1/4 occupied most of the along-channel
section, indicating stable water columns with respect to shear instability. This result is
qualitatively consistent with that of no shear instability (Ri � 1/2) predicted by the
gravitational adjustment theory.

Given the horizontal density gradient, both the gravitational and geostrophic adjustment
theories provide predictions for the growth of stratification in the water column. In Figure
11 we compare these theoretical predictions against the numerical results. At the time of

Figure 10. Snapshots of (a, d) logarithm of N2, (b, e) logarithm of vertical diffusivity and (c, f)
gradient Richardson number in the along-channel section at 1200 LST 19 (left panel) and 0000
LST 20 (right panel) September.
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complete mixing, the longitudinal salinity distribution shows nearly uniform gradient
except near the estuary’s head and mouth. We define the south and north limits within
which the buoyancy frequency is calculated. Thus shallow regions in the lower and upper
Bay are excluded in the following calculations (see Fig. 9d). We obtain an averaged

Figure 11. (a) Longitudinal distribution of salinity along the center axis (solid line) and cross-sectional
average salinity (cross symbols) at the time of complete destratification. The two vertical dotted lines
denote the limits within which N2 are calculated. Time series of the (b) area- and (c) volume-averaged
N2 obtained from the model runs with the Coriolis force (thick solid) and without the Coriolis force
(thin-solid). Dashed (dotted) lines indicate the prediction from the gravitational- (geostrophic-)
adjustment theory. (d) Volume-averaged N2 obtained from the model runs using k-kl (solid), k-�
(dashed), k-� (cross) and KPP (open circles) turbulence closure schemes.
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horizontal salinity gradient of 9.3 � 10�5 psu m�1. Cross-sectionally averaged salinity
shows a similar longitudinal distribution, as shown in Figure 11a. Using the salinity fields
obtained from the numerical model, we calculate the averaged stratification (i.e., N2) in the
along-channel section (Fig. 11b). The area-averaged N increased linearly with time and
reached about 0.03 s�1 1 day after the destratification. This result is in reasonable
agreement with the prediction from the gravitational adjustment theory for the initial
period, but exceeds the prediction from the geostrophic adjustment theory. After 24
September, the averaged stratification in the Bay approached a quasi-steady value.

Unlike the open ocean, Chesapeake Bay is a long and relatively-narrow estuary constrained
by bathymetry and coastlines. In particular, the presence of sidewall boundaries hinders the
development of geostrophic flows in the cross-channel direction. To examine the role of the
Earth’s rotation in the adjustment process, we conducted another model run in which the
Coriolis force is switched off. As shown in Figure 11b, the two model runs with and without the
Coriolis force produce similar stratification increases with time, although the nonrotating run
gives slightly higher N2 between 20 and 23 September. This comparison suggests that the
Coriolis force plays a secondary role in the restratification process. It thus comes as no surprise
that the model results depart from the geostrophic theory.

Although we have so far focused on the restratification in the along-channel section, one
should note that the gravitational adjustment is a three-dimensional process. As shown in Li et
al. (2005b), there are salinity gradients in the cross-channel direction. Figure 12 shows the
temporal evolution of salinity distribution in a mid-Bay section. At the peak of the storm,
salinity is homogenized vertically but it is higher on the eastern shore than on the western shore
by about 4 units (Fig. 12a). Two days later (i.e., 0000 LST 20 September), isohalines are tilted
downward towards the western shore, presumably as low-salinity water there spreads over
higher-salinity on the eastern shore (Fig. 12b). The Coriolis force likely confines the lower
salinity water to the western shore, as demonstrated in Li et al. (2005b). The lateral adjustment
may affect the gravitational adjustment and restratification in the longitudinal direction.
However, the salinity range in any cross-section is much smaller than the salinity difference

Figure 12. Salinity distribution at a mid-Bay cross section at (a) 0000 LST 19 and (b) 0000 LST 21
September.
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between the estuary’s head and mouth. The effects of lateral adjustment and restratification are
thus expected to be local. A comparison of the volume-averaged N2 in the Bay to the
area-averaged N2 in the along-channel section shows that the area-averaged and volume-
averaged stratification agree within 50% and converge at later times (cf. Figs. 11b and 11c),
confirming that the lateral adjustment only plays a secondary role in the longitidudinal
restratification process. The difference in the volume-averaged N2 is again small between the
rotating and non-rotating cases. Figure 11d compares the predictions of the volume-averaged
N2 among four model runs using k-kl, k-�, k-� and KPP turbulence closure schemes. It reveals
little differences, suggesting that the predicted post-storm stratification increase is not sensitive
to the choice of turbulence mixing parameterization.

After the initial adjustment period of 5 days, salinity distribution in the Bay approached
a quasi-equilibrium state, as shown in Figure 13a. Isohalines slope upward toward the sea,
as expected in this partially-mixed estuary. However, the top-bottom salinity differences
are 2 to 3, which are significantly smaller than those prior to the storm. Therefore,
Hurricane Isabel significantly reduced the water-column stratification in the Bay. The
tidally-averaged residual velocity shows a two-layer estuarine circulation: seaward in the
surface layer and landward in the bottom layer (Fig. 13b). Figure 13c shows the vertical
eddy diffusivity in the along-channel section. Due to tidal currents and new wind events,
enhanced mixing occurred in the surface and bottom boundary layers as well as in the
shallow lower Bay. Hence, turbulent diffusion works against the longitudinal advection to
produce a quasi-steady stratification after the passage of Hurricane Isabel.

5. Conclusion

Using a regional atmosphere-ocean model, we have addressed the baroclinic response of
Chesapeake Bay to the passage of Hurricane Isabel (2003). Strong hurricane-forced winds
caused intense turbulent mixing and complete destratification in the water column, temporarily
transforming a partially-mixed estuary into a vertically-homogeneous estuary. After the
passage of the storm, the large density gradient between the estuary’s head and mouth drove
rapid restratification and return to a two-layer estuarine circulation. The coupled destratification
and restratification cycle has important implications for the marine ecosystem and water
quality. A large phytoplankton bloom was observed in the Bay after Hurricane Isabel (Miller et
al., 2006). While mixing and destratification injected benthic nutrients upwards, the subsequent
rapid restratification maintained phytoplankton in the well-illuminated surface layer, creating
favorable conditions for phytoplankton growth. Mixing and destratification also helped aerate
the low-oxygen deep water, but the restratification caused a rapid return of hypoxia to the Bay
(Boicourt, 2005). Although Hurricane Isabel did not terminate hypoxia, it significantly reduced
the water-column stratification and the impedance to oxygen diffusion across the halocline.

The model results have illustrated the intricate dynamics of storm-driven currents and
mixing in a semi-enclosed Bay such as Chesapeake Bay. Prior to the hurricane’s landfall,
the sea-level slope generated by the local and remote winds worked against the local wind
stress in driving the currents. While the southward winds caused the mixed-layer to deepen
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gradually before landfall, the northward winds caused rapid destratification after landfall.
The mixing process does not fit into one-dimensional mixed-layer models but can be
interpreted well by the gradient Richardson number and local shear instability. Previous
investigations by Goodrich et al. (1987) and Blumberg and Goodrich (1990) showed a
two-layer response to the local winds and suggested that destratification was driven
primarily by the internal shear. Our model simulations of Hurricane Isabel showed a
different response due to the combined remote and local wind forcing.

We have also investigated the post-storm restratification and adjustment process driven
by the horizontal density gradient. It took about 1 day for significant stratification to return

Figure 13. Along-channel distribution of (a) salinity, (b) tidally-averaged residual velocity and (c)
logarithm of vertical diffusivity at 0000 LST 30 September 2003.
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to the estuary. The averaged buoyancy frequency in the Bay increased linearly with time
and reached 0.03 s�1 one day after the destratification. This result compares well with the
prediction based on the gravitational theory of Simpson and Linden (1989). Subsequently,
turbulent mixing due to tides or subsequent winds worked against the gravitational
adjustment, putting a brake on the stratification increase and resulting in a quasi-steady
salinity distribution in the estuary.
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